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The feeling of a needle piercing skin is familiar to most people, especially recently as COVID-19
vaccinations gain momentum. But what exactly happens when a needle punctures skin? The
answer is ...
The mechanics of puncture finally explained
Occurring faster than the speed of sound, the mystery behind the breakdown of plasma discharges
in water is one step closer to being understood as researchers pursue applying new diagnostic
processes ...
Ultrafast X-ray provides new look at plasma discharge breakdown in water
With a fierce war for talent, there's a simple tactic to find talent: don't require degrees. In the years
prior to the pandemic, blue-chip companies like Apple, Google, IBM and Bank of America turned ...
Employers Have A Simple Tool In The War For Talent: Stop Requiring Degrees
The food-water-energy nexus dictates that there is a direct link between these three necessities,
and stressing one directly impacts the supply of the other two. As the population grows, human
demand ...
Texas A&M: Optimizing Phase Change Materials Could Reduce Power Plant Water
Consumption
Roman architecture is known for elegance and ingenuity. A curious relic, pieced together in a
museum basement, shows that Roman design also boosted the efficiency of an ancient industrial
complex ...
Reconstructing Roman industrial engineering
Some of the best robots are inspired by nature. Now, engineers have developed a small, scurrying
bot based on the humble cockroach – with almost as much speed and squashability as its biological
...
Engineers Built a Cockroach-Inspired Robot That Can't Be Squashed
From learning to code to programming robots, the program Engineering For Kids is providing
students with hands-on summer activities in science, technology, ...
Engineering For Kids teaches STEM skills to youth
Continuing our Water Softener Series, see how a typical water softener system should be setup in
your boiler room. Weekly Boiler Tips are compiled by the knowledgeable and remarkably prolific
content ...
Basic Water Softener Setup in the Boiler Room
When Lamborghini finally returned home after the war ended, he set out to build a better tractor by
using parts from military vehicles he had brought back with him. In short time he formed his own ...
A love for vehicles and a desire for revenge
"Civil engineering is one of the oldest professions that deals with engineering," says Michael
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Horodniceanu, a professor in the civil engineering department at the New York University Tandon
School of ...
How to Become a Civil Engineer
Salakawy, a professor of structural engineering at the University of Manitoba, has won the American
Concrete Institute’s 2020 Mete A. Sozen Award for Excellence in Structural Research. The award
recog ...
Manitoba engineer honoured for study of fibre-reinforced concrete
A team of international scientists from Nanyang Technological University, Singapore (NTU
Singapore), Tan Tock Seng Hospital (TTSH) in Singapore, and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) has ...
Simple method to assess the risk of vascular inflammation for diabetes patients
Today we take a look at the annual calendar ✓ What is it? ✓ Why is it one of watchmaking's finest
complications? ✓ Plus our recommendations!
How Watches Work: Why The Annual Calendar Is One Of Watchmaking’s Finest
Complications
Read about these Ohio State students and alums who are using their Pelotonia Fellowships to fight
for a cause they’re passionate about — ending cancer.
Next-gen discoveries
Fresh water accounts for just one percent of the Earth's fresh water, yet data center operators
consume more than 660 billion liters every year - in the US alone ...
Carbon at all costs? Why water use in data centres must be part of the net-zero
discussion
Despite the presence of several worthy standardizarion-driving organizations and other working
groups that champion ‘open’ technologies and the widespread interconnectivity offered by
Application ...
Red Hat, Nutanix Partner On Open Cloud Engineering
Christelle Kwizera, representing Rwanda, aged 26, is a mechanical engineer who founded her NGO
‘Water Access Rwanda’ in 2014 to address the issues of water scarcity and youth unemployment in
the ...
Water Access Rwanda
When he sang for Giacomo Puccini in 1897, he would have exclaimed with admiration: “Who sends
you – God?” Born into a poor family in Naples in 1873 as the son of a simple mechanic, little Errico
sang ...
“Who sends you – God?
Corradino D'Ascanio, the man who designed the Vespa, wasn't proud of it. In fact, the little scooter's
success embarrassed him.
16 million scooters later, the Vespa’s designer would rather be known for propellors
This article is the first in a three-part series about cutting-edge structural engineering research
taking place at UTSA. Read the second article in the series here, and the third article in the ...
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